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SUMMARY

We have recently presented two sets of data implicating an
experimental confluence of carcinogenesis and oxidative
phosphorylation. First, while the carcinogenic acetylarylamine
W-acetylaminofluorene does not expose a mitochondria! thiol
group, its carcinogenic metabolite 7V-hydroxy-jV-acetyIamino-
fluorene does. Second, while the carcinogenic polynuclear
hydrocarbon dibenz(a,h)anthracene does not expose a
mitochondria! thiol group, its metabolite 4',8-dihydroxy-

dibenz-9,10-anthraquinone does. We now present findings that
are parallel with the carcinogenic acetylarylamine TV-acetyl-4-
aminobiphenyl and its carcinogenic metabolite TV-hydroxy-jV-
acetyl-4-aminobiphenyl. Neither jV-acetyl-4-aminobiphenyl,
jV-hydroxy-Af-acetyl-4-aminobiphenyl, nor showdomycin by
itself induced an ATP-energized mitochondria! volume change.
yV-acetyl-4-aminobiphenyl, when combined with showdomy
cin, did not induce an ATP-energized mitochondria! volume
change, while ./V-hydroxy-jV-acetyl-4-aminobiphenyl, when
combined with showdomycin, did induce an ATP-energized
mitochondria! volume change. This phenomenon was inhibited
by oligomycin, which is diagnostic for phenomena related to
oxidative phosphorylation.

INTRODUCTION

A chemical carcinogen, like many other foreign compounds,
undergoes metabolism in a mammalian system and yields a
variety of metabolities. The parent compound and its
metabolites may interact in a variety of ways with tissue
constituents. The detection and selection of the precise
significant interaction or interactions that engender the
carcinogenic process is a major goal in cancer research. Our
studies (4, 5) directed at this important objective, implicated
an experimental confluence between oxidative
phosphorylation and chemical carcinogenesis which gives rise
to an unitary hypothesis of carcinogenesis (5).

Our experimentation (4, 5) utilized a convenient in vitro
mitochondria! system designed to detect the exposure of a
mitochondria! thiol group that participated in the process of
oxidative phosphorylation. Exposure of the mitochondria!
thiol group was attributed to the effect of an exogenous agent
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if the agent induced an ATP-energized mitochondrial volume
change when combined with a thiol reagent such as
showdomycin. Neither the agent alone nor showdomycin
alone induced an ATP-energized mitochondrial volume change.
Two diverse carcinogens have been examined. The parent
carcinogen AAF2 (a neutral acetamide of an aromatic amine;

see Chart 1) did not expose a mitochondrial thiol group, while
its metabolite N-OH-AAF (a hydroxamic acid, i.e., one that
possesses an acidic functional group) exposed a mitochondrial
thiol group (5). The parent carcinogen DBA (a neutral
polynuclear hydrocarbon) did not expose a mitochondrial
thiol group, while its metabolite DI-OH-DBAQ (a
hydroxyquinone, i.e., one that possesses an acidic functional
group) exposed a mitochondrial thiol group (4). We have thus
observed parallel behavior between 2 parent carcinogens of
widely differing structures and 2 respective metabolites, also
with widely differing structures.

It is the purpose of this communication to show that there
is a similar parallel behavior, in our in vitro mitochondrial
system, of a parent carcinogen and metabolite that are
structurally closely related to AAF and N-OH-AAF. The
parent carcinogen is AABIP (a neutral acetamide of an
aromatic amine like AAF), and its metabolite is N-OH-AABIP
(a hydroxamic acid that possesses an acidic functional group
like N-OH;AAF). These data are presented as additional

support for an experimental confluence between oxidative
phosphorylation and carcinogenesis.

Data from the laboratory of Miller et al. (12) established
N-OH-AABIP to be a carcinogenic metabolite of the
carcinogen AABIP. These data were analogous to their pioneer
finding that N-OH-AAF is a carcinogenic metabolite of the
carcinogen AAF (1, 8, 10). Miller et al. consider the 2
hydroxamic acids to be "proximate" carcinogens (12), i.e.,

metabolic intermediates between the parent carcinogens [also
termed precarcinogens (9)] and the "ultimate" carcinogens

(7). The ultimate carcinogen is the metabolite whose
interaction with tissue constituents is essential for the
initiation of the carcinogenic process. Because of recent
experimental findings, Miller and Miller (9, 11) suggest that
the ultimate carcinogen is an electrophilic reagent capable of

2The abbreviations used are: AAF, /V-acetyl-2-aminofluorene;
N-OH-AAF, AMiydroxy-jV-acetyl-l-aminofluorene; DBA, dibenz(a,h)an-
thracene; DI-OH-DBAQ, 4',8'-dihydroxy-l,2,5,6-dibenz-9,10-anthra-
quinone; [in current Chemical Abstracts, 4,1 l-dihydroxydibenz(a,h)an-
thracene-7,14-dione] ; AABIP, yV-acetyl-4-aminobiphenyl [in Chemical
Abstracts, acetanilide-4'-phenyl (4075-79-0)]; N-OH-AABIP,
jV-hydroxy-jV-acetyl-4-aminobiphenyl (in Chemical Abstracts, acetohy-
droxamic acid jV-4-biphenyl); NEMI. jV-ethylmaleimide.
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Chart 1.

binding to such macromolecules as proteins and nucleic acids.
According to our unitary hypothesis for carcinogenesis (5), a
metabolite of a carcinogen that interferes with the flux of
energy in the mitochondria could release mitochondrial
genetic material, and this released genetic material may behave
like an oncogenic virus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General procedures, methods, and purification of the water
have been previously described, for the mitochondrial
volume-change experiments (2, 5). The pH of the Tris-chloride
buffer is indicated on the charts. Incubation was at 27Â°in

standard rectangular glass cuvets with a 1-cm light path. The
basic reaction mixture for the volume change experiments had
a final volume of 3 ml and contained 0.75 mg mitochondrial

protein (prepared from rat liver), 75 mM sucrose, and 75 mM
Tris-chloride buffer. A decrease in absorbance at 520 nM was
taken as a measure of mitochondrial swelling. A Model 2000
automatic spectrophotometer manufactured by Gilford
Instrument Laboratories, Inc., Oberlin, Ohio, was used. All
cations were added in the form of chloride salts, and anions
were added in the form of Tris salts neutralized to pH 7.4.
Solutions of AABIP, N-OH-AABIP, and oligomycin were
prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (distilled in a vacuum) and
were added to the incubation mixture in a volume of 0.06 ml
or less. All controls contained the appropriate amount of
dimethyl sulfoxide. The charts and legends provide additional
experimental details.

Oxygen consumption was measured in an oxygen monitor
with a Clark electrode. The instrument (Model 53 SA) was
manufactured by Yellow Springs Instrument Company,
Yellow Springs, Ohio. A 10-inch recorder (Model 1005),
manufactured by Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, Calif., was
used in conjunction with the oxygen monitor.

RESULTS

In Chart 2 it is seen that showdomycin by itself did not
induce an ATP-energized mitochondrial volume change.
N-OH-AABIP by itself also did not induce an ATP-energized
mitochondrial volume change. However, at the appropriate
level (300 /zM N-OH-AABIP, 300 /UM showdomycin), the
combination of showdomycin with N-OH-AABIP did induce a
marked ATP-energized mitochondrial volume change that was
inhibited by the further addition of oligomycin. There was a
very modest enhancement when the pH was raised from 7.4 to
7.8. The dependence of the phenomenon on the concentration
of N-OH-AABIP is apparent.

In a very characteristic fashion (4, 5), the addition of malate
to the combination of N-OH-AABIP with showdomycin spread
out the volume change phenomenon, while the addition of
potassium ion had no effect (data not presented).

The thiol reagent showdomycin may be replaced by the
classical thiol reagent NEMI (Chart 3). The combination of
N-OH-AABIP with NEMI induced an ATP-energized
mitochondrial volume change, while NEMI by itself was
ineffective. There was a modest enhancement of the induced
effect when the pH was raised from 7.4 to 7.8.

Due to the insolubility of the parent carcinogen, namely,
AABIP, it was necessary to add the parent carcinogen by
means of the adding-mixing device (6) after the addition of
mitochondria rather than place it in the cuvet before the
addition of mitochondria. These conditions have proven to be
essential when DI-OH-DBAQ was examined (4). It is evident
(Chart 4) that, while the parent carcinogen AABIP either by
itself or in combination with showdomycin did not induce an
ATP-energized mitochondrial volume change, the metabolite
of AABIP, namely N-OH-AABIP, did induce an ATP-energized
mitochondrial volume change when combined with the thiol
reagent showdomycin. There was a very modest enhancement
of the induced effect when the pH was raised from 7.4 to 7.8.

When AABIP was examined in the conventional manner,
that is, when AABIP was placed in a cuvet alone or in
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30 UM N-OH-AABIP
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SO UM N-OH-AABIP

pH 74

300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN

3OO UM N-OH-AABIP

I I Ut /9ML OLIGOMYCW

ALL WTH
2 UNK'

2 HIM MALATE

300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN

MO UM N-OH-AABIP

300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN
30 UM N-OH -AABIP

) UM SHOWDOMYCIN
190 JJM N-OH-AABIP

JOO LIM SHOWDOMYCIN

3OO uu N-OH-AABIP

300 JJWSHOWDOUYCIN
500 ,JM N-OH-AABIP

I AJO / 3 ML OUGOMYCI*

ALL WITH
2 MM K*

2 mu MALATE

E-I.C-I.E-3
C-2.C-3.C-4

D-2, 0-3,0-4

Chart 2. N-OH-AABIP combined with
showdomycin and effect of oligomycin. Basic
medium (see "Materials and Methods"). ATP

(Tris salt), 333 ;uM, was added ir, a volume of
0.05 ml by means of the adding-mixing device
(2). The designations in the lower right-hand
corner of this and subsequent charts are for
internal reference at our laboratory.

MINUTES AFTER ADDITION OF MITOCHONDRIA

r
ATP

K> MM NEMI

3OO JJM N-OH-AABIP

30 UM NEMI
300 UM N-OH-AABIP

ATP

*

30 JJM NEMI

300 JJM N-OH-AABIP

I
DECREASE
O.I ABSORBANCE

pH 7.8

ALL WITH
2IKM K4

H ITIM MALATE

30 JJM NEMI
300 JJM SHOWDOMYCM

71- 161
A-I.A-2
A-3.A-4
B-I.B-2
B-3.B-4

12 18 24 6 12

MINUTES AFTER ADDITION OF MITOCHONDRIA
18

Chart 3. N-OH-AABIP combined with NEMI. Basic medium (see "Materials and Methods"); 333 MMATP (Tris salt) was added in a volume of

0.05 ml by means of the adding-mixing device (2).
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combination with showdomycin before the addition of
mitochondria, an ATP-energized mitochondrial volume
change was not induced. The results (not shown) were erratic
due to the voluminous precipitate of AABIP which settled or
floated in a changeable and irreproducible manner.

Experimentation with the use of the oxygen electrode
clearly indicated that N-OH-AABIP inhibited mitochondrial
respiration, irrespective of whether respiration had been
stimulated by the addition of an uncoupling agent such as
2,4-dinitrophenol or whether it had been stimulated by
coupling of the respiratory chain to the formation of ATP by
adding ADP to a medium containing PÂ¡(Chart 5).

DISCUSSION

N-OH-AABIP induced an ATP-energized mitochondrial
volume change when combined with a thiol reagent such as the
antibiotic showdomycin (13) or the classical thiol reagent
NEMI. The effect was inhibited by oligomycin. In accordance
with our previous rationalization, N-OH-AABIP exposed a
mitochondrial thiol group involved in the machinery of
oxidative phosphorylation (2, 3). The volume change data did
not determine whether N-OH-AABIP was an uncoupling agent

such as 2,4-dinitrophenol or whether it was a respiratory
inhibitor such as rotenone or antimycin. The experiment with
the oxygen electrode showed that N-OH-AABIP was a
respiratory inhibitor. The exact locale of the respiratory chain
inhibited by N-OH-AABIP is not revealed by the volume
change data. The parent carcinogen AABIP, unlike its
carcinogenic metabolite, did not expose a mitochondrial thiol
group.

We have already reported (5) that N-OH-AAF exposed a
mitochondrial thiol group while the parent carcinogen AAF
did not. The data obtained with N-OH-AABIP and AABIP in
our in vitro mitochondrial system clearly parallel the previous
observation (5) that N-OH-AAF exposed a mitochondrial thiol
group while AAF did not. We have also disclosed (4) that
DI-OH-DBAQ, an appropriate metabolite of DBA, exposed

a mitochondrial thiol group, while the parent carcinogen, i.e.,
DBA, did not expose a mitochondrial thiol group. The 2
hydroxamic acids, namely, N-OH-AAF and N-OH-AABIP, are
respiratory inhibitors, while the hydroxyquinone
DI-OH-DBAQ is an uncoupling agent.

There are 3 parent carcinogens and 3 respective, appropriate
metabolites with acidic functional groups which act in an
analogous fashion in our in vitro mitochondrial system. The 3

w 300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN

300 JJM AABIP

300 UM N-OH-AABIP

I 300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN

300 UM AABIP

300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN

300 UM N-OH-AABIP

pH 7.4

ALL WITH
2 RIM K*

2 HIM MALATE
333 UM ATP

J

I
DECREASE
0.1 ABSORBANCE

300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN

i-\

Iâ€¢¿�\

i

300 UM AABIP

300 UM N-OH-AABIP

300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN
300 UM AABIP

300 UM SHOWDOMYCIN

300 UM N-OH-AABIP

pH 78

ALL WITH
2 HIM K*

2m M MALATE
333 UM ATP

7l -173
A-3.D-I
D-3.C-I
C-3.D-4
D-2.D-4
C-2.C-4

MINUTES AFTER ADDITION OF MITOCHONDRIA
Chart 4. AABIP combined with showdomycin. Basic medium (see "Materials and Methods"). Either N-OH-AABIP, AABIP, or dimethyl

sulfoxide were added by means of the adding-mixing device (2) 6 min after the addition of mitochondria. All other components including ATP
(Tris salt) were in the cuvet before the mitochondria were added.
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18 JJ MOLES
L N-OH-AABIP

SYSTEM VOLUME

3ML

T 50 H MOLES
OXYGEN CONSUMED

Ml
I MIN

71-219

E,F, H

Chart 5. Effect of N-OH-AABIP on mitochondrial respiration. The
final concentrations were sucrose, 0.25 M; KC1, 20 mM; MgCl2, 5 mM;
potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 10 mM; Tris-chloride (pH 7.4),
20 mM; 0-hydroxybutyric acid, 13 mM; N-OH-AABIP was added (by
syringe) in 0.06 ml of dimethyl sulfoxide. There were 2.5 mg of
mitochondrial protein. The dimethyl sulfoxide in other control
experiments did not affect the rate of respiration. DNP, dinitrophenol.

parent carcinogens do not expose a mitochondrial thiol group
involved in oxidative phosphorylation, while the 3 acidic
metabolites do expose a mitochondrial thiol group involved in
oxidative phosphorylation. Thus the data with AABIP and
N-OH-AABIP support the concept of an experimental con
fluence of oxidative phosphorylation with chemical carcino-
genesis.
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